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STATEMENT OF EVERETTE MACINTIRE

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

My name is Everette Maclntyre. I am an attorney presently employed
on the staff of the Federal Trade Commission as the Chief of its Divi-
sion of Investigation and Litigation and Assistant Director of the Com-
mission's Bureau of Antimonopoly. I am appearing under the instructions
of the Commission to present to you orally a statement of the Commission1s
position regarding certain proposed legislation dealing with the subject
of resale price maintenance. Except where otherwise noted, this oral
presentation represents in general the unanimous views of the Commission.

At the outset, the Commission fully recognizes that the necessity,
desirability and merit of the proposed legislation are exclusively mat-
ters of legislative policy for determination by the Congress. It is
fully recognized that the Connission was created to aid the Congress in
the performance of its constitutional function of regulating commerce
among the States and that the Coiaaission was authorized to act solely
in the public interest. In the light of these considerations the Com-
mission's views upon the proposed legislation, which are based upon its
experience with and study of the problem involved during the past thirty-
six years, are submitted to you solely in the public interest.

Prior to August 17, 1937, when the Miller-Tydings Act amended sec-
tion 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act, discussions in a number of cases
under the Sherman Law and the Federal Trade Commission Act made it clear
that where a manufacturer maintained the retail price of his patented,
copyrighted, trade-narked or otherwise identified goods by restrictions
marked on the goods or otherwise communicated to the retailer, a viola-
tion of these restrictions did not create a cause of action in favor
of the manufacturer either under the common law or under the patent of
copyright laws, and that where a manufacturer maintained the resale prices
of his identified goods by a system of contracts or equivalent cooperative
methods, those contracts were void and such methods illegal under the
Sherman law and the Federal Trade Commission Act.

The Miller-Tydarigs Act amended-the Sherman Act to the extent of
legalizing minimum resale price maintenance contracts respecting trade-
marked or otherwise identified goods sold in interstate commerce provided
that the commodities affected were resold in any State that had legalized
this type of contract with respect to resales made within its boundaries.
The Act contains a specific prohibition against horizontal agreements.
It also amended the I ederal Trade Commission Act by providing that the
making of such contracts should not constitute en unfair method of
competition under section 5 of that Act.

It is to be borne in mind, however, that the MiIler-Tydings Amend-
ment was not designed to prevent unfair practices, such as selling be-
low cost for an ulterior purpose. It is designed to enable the manufac-
turer arbitrarily to impose and maintain minimum prices at levels fixed
without relation to differences in cost among different distributors
and dealers.
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The Kilier-Tydings Amendment removed the bar of illegality to the
making of minimum resale price maintenance contracts covering commodi-
ties sold in interstate commerce if they were to be sold in a State
where such contracts had been legalized with respect to intrastate
sales.

A large number of States adopted the resale price maintenance laws
in 1937, soon after the Supreme Court decision in the case of Old Dear-
born Distributing: Co. v. Seagram Distillers Corporation. 299 t-'.S. 183,
declaring as constitutional the principal provisions, including the non-
signer clause, of the Illinois Resale Price Maintenance Law. By 1941 1,5
States had adopted resale price maintenance laws.

In brief, the State resale price maintenance laws embrace the stipu-
lation that no contract relating to the sale or resale of a commodity
bearing the trademark, brand or name of the producer, distributor or
owner, which commodity is in free and open competition with commodities
of the same general class produced by others shall be deemed in viola-
tion of the lav/ of the enacting State, by reason of the provisions in
the contract that the buyer will not resell the commodity except in
accordance with the price stipulations of the seller; that the vendee
or producer require sny dealer to whom he may resell such commodity to
agree that he will not, in turn, resell except at the price stipulations
of the seller; also, the so-called non-signer clause, which declared
that wilfully and knowingly advertising, offering for sale, or selling
such commodities at less than the stipulated contract price, whether by
a party to such contract or by some other party, is unfair competition
actionable at the suit of any person damaged thereby.

Resale price maintenance (as practiced prior to the decision of
the Supreme Court in Schwegmann Bros, v. Calvert Distillers Corporation.
341 U.S. 384- on May 21, 1951), in intrastate commerce in 4-5 States of
the United States having resale price maintenance laws, and in inter-
state commerce with those States, is a system of pricing a trademarked,
branded or otherwise identified product for resale in which, pursuant
to laws legalizing such arrangements, the manufacturer, producer or
brand owner prescrioes by contract the minimum pries or the resale price
at which such product may be sold at wholesale, and the producer or
manufacturer and his factors or wholesalers prescribe the minimum price
or the resale price at which such product may be sold at retail in a
specified State, or in a specified portion thereof, with the effect
of legally binding ail other distributors in a specified area to con-
form to such prices. This was lone by entering into contract with at
least one such distrioutor of such product and serving notice upon all
other distributors who are thereupon obligated to maintain the minimum
price or the resale price named in the contract. In some cases whole-
sale distributors, acting without the authorization of the manufacturer
or brand owner, may have entered into contracts with retailers for the
maintenance of retail prices.

In the Sehwegmann case the respondents, Maryland -and Delaware
corporations, were distributors of gin and whiskey who sold their products
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to wholesalers in Louisiana, who in turn sold to retailers. These re-
spondents had contracts with some Louisiana retailers fixing minimum
retail prices for respondents' products. The Louisiana law authorized
enforcement of price fixing not only against parties to a "contract"
but also against non-signers. The petitioner, a retailer in New
Orleans, refused to sign a price fixing contract with respondents and
sold respondents' products at cut-rate prices. Respondents brought
suit to enjoin the petitioner from selling the products at less than
the minimum prices fixed by their schedules.

In passing upon the question presented, the Supreme Court in sub-
stance held that the Miller-Tydings Act does not make binding upon
non-signers resale prices fixed in contracts under State resale price
maintenance laws insofar as Interstate commerce is concerned. The
Court relied heavily upon the fact that the Miller-Tydings Act does
not specifically include the non-signer provision, stating: "The omis-
sion of the non-signer provision of the Federal law is fatal * * * un-
less we are to perform a distinct legislative function by reading into
the Act a provision that was meticulously omitted from it." If Congress
had intended to authorize a non-signer provision the Court felt that
the pattern of the legislation iv'ould have been different.

The Court was obviously disturbed by both the coercive feature
of the non-signer provision and the effects on competition. It did
not believe that Congress intended to permit "a program whereby re-
calcitrants are dragged in by the heels and compelled to submit to
price fixing." It pointed out that the Miller-Tydings Amendment pro-
hibits horizontal price fixing arid concluded that "when retailers are
forced to abandon price competition they are driven into a compact in
violation of the spirit of the proviso."

Since the decision in the Schwegmann case the United States Court
of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Sunbeam Corporation v. Wentling.
192 F. 2d 7, decided November 1, 1951, in substance held that one who
did not sign a price maintenance contract could not be subjected to
the non-signer provisions of State fair trade law either as to sales
made within the State or sales made to customers in other States, where
interstate commerce was involved.

The proposed legislation pending before your Committee dealing
with the subject of resale price maintenance is H. R. 57o7, referred to
as the McGuire Bill. On Kay 21, 1952, the Federal Trade Commission sub-
mitted to your Committee a report in opposition to this proposed legisla-
tion. The Commission aesires that this oral presentation supplement that
report.

The principal stated purpose of the proposed resale price maintenance
legislation is to overcome the effect of the ochwegmann and Sunbeam
decisions by re-enacting as an amendment to the Federal Trade Commission
and Sherman Acts the presently existing Miller-Tydings Amendment of the
Sherman Act with the addition of the non-signer clause and with the
provision that resale price maintenance contracts and the enforcement
thereof against a signer or non-signer shall not constitute a burden
upon interstate commerce„



The legal principle of the State laws concerning resale price main-
tenance and of H. R. 5767 is not a mere authorization of contracts for
the fixing of resale prices. That authorization now exists under the
Miller-Tydings Amendment as interpreted by the Supreme Court in the
Schwegmann case. The new principle introduced by this Bill is that
the Congress shall specifically approve the so-called non-signer clause.
Thus, if the proposed legislation is enacted, a private contract, the
provisions of which would be determined without public hearing and
apart from any public supervision as to reasonableness, would be made
binding upon all dealers and the consuming public.

In an effort to prescribe the freedom of business enterprise the
courts have been circumspect in recognizing even the authority of
Governments to fix the prices that businessmen shall charge. Such price
fixing is invalid unless it is undertaken for a public purpose and by
some specified legislative standard subject to judicial review. In the
State resale price maintenance laws and in the proposed legislation,
however, the power to fix prices is to be entrusted, not to a govern-
ment, but to private persons; the purpose to be served by the price
fixing is whatever purposes these private persons may have, presumably
that of serving their own pecuniary interests rather than that of public
interest; and the prices fixed are not to be tested for reasonableness
in accord with a legislative standard by any instrumentality public or
private; nevertheless, a person who is not a party to this private con-
tract is to be deemed guilty of unfair competition ajid subject to a
suit for damages, or to a State criminal penalty, if he fe.ils to ob-
serve the prices regardless of whether or not they are arbitrary or ex-
tortionate.

Such a principle is unparalleled in Federal jurisprudence. Even
if price cutting by distributors is regarded as involving serious public
evils and thus calling for a public remedy, there is no justification
for such a grant of power to businessmen to coerce their competitors.

In granting to such private persons the power to fix prices, the
proposed legislation goes much further than Congress saw fit to grant
to the Federal Government itself in the National Industrial Recovery
Act of 1933. In thet Act consideration was given to labor and to the
consuming public, 'ihere was always a representative of both who par-
ticipated in the filing cf prices, while in the proposed legislation
no consideration whatsoever is given to the interest of labor or the
consuming public.

Moreover, when the non-signer clause is added to resale price
maintenance, the effect is the de facto nullification of our Federal
laws against horizontal conspiracy, notwithstanding the fact that the
proposed legislation expressly prohibits horizontal price fixing.
Nothing is more clearly established in Federal policy than the principle
that horizontal price fixing shall not be tolerated.
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i^ v fffect o f t h e Proposed legislation for resale price maintenance
would be that not only the minimum but also the stipulated price fixed
by contract with one retail distributor would become the price for all
other retail distributors of the manufacturer's product who were placed
upon notice of the existence of the contract. The rigidity and uni-
formity of the price would be exactly that of the most rigid horizontal
price fixing conspiracy; the level of the price likely would be at least
as nigh as in a horizontal conspiracy; and the public 'control over the
reasonableness of the arrangement would be as non-existent as in the case
of a horizontal conspiracy. Thenceforward any group of distributors de-
siring to fix prices horizontally vould be foolish to take the direct
road to that end. Instead, some one of their number should make a vertical
contract with a supplier and then place the other members of the group
on notice of the existence of the contract. Through this means the group
could not only negate the objections of the government but could actually
use the courts as devices to enforce the arrangement.

Throughout the period of its existence the Federal Trade Commission
has dealt with the problem presented by resale nrice maintenance. Prior
to the passage of the Miller-Tydings Act, in 1937, that problem was
present in a number of unfair competition cases coming before the Com-
mission. It has also been involved in a number of investigations and
hearings conducted by the Commission.

A number of resale price maintenance cases handled by the Commis-
sion prior to the passage of the Miller-Tydings Act in 1937 resulted in
orders by the Commission that the price fixing involved be discontinued.
Some of those orders condemned resale price maintenance not only by means
of contracts, agreements and understandings between manufacturers and
their customers, but also by methods involving conspiracies between manu-
facturers, their distributors and customers "quite as effectual as agree-
ments."!/ In such instances the orders of zhe Commission vere sustained.2/

In one case the Court remarked that evidence and argument as to the
evils of price cutting and yelling below cost were unavailing as a de-
fense, but "were better addressed to legislative bodies than to the
courts."2/ And in the .,r. Miles case y decided in 1911, prior to the
creation of the Federal Trade Commission, the Supreme Court had specifi-
cally held that resale urice maintenance contracts between brand owners
and their distributors were illegal and in restraint of trade under the
Sherman Act.

As early as Dacernccr 2, 1918, the Commission called the attention
of Congress to the fact that in complaints coming before it the Con-
mission enforced the LrT,; Iril down by the courts in these cases, even
though it operated : ncpv:ii.aoly in some cases, because both resale ;irice
maintenance ana r.rico cutting, under certain conditions, wore used for
unfair purposes in trade, and said:
I/Federal Trade Cornrril ssion v. Beechnut Packing Co., 257 U.S. 441 (1922).
2/Federal Trade Commlssicn v. Beechnut Packing Co.. 257 U.S. 441 (1922);

Kobi v. Federal Trade Commission. 23 F. 2d 41 (C.A. 2, 1927).
37Hills Bros, v. Federal Trade Commission. 9 F. 2d 481, 4S6 (C.A. 9,

1926).
4/Dr. Miles Medical Co. v. Park u Sons. 220 U.S. 373 (1911).



It is urged, end the Commission believes with reason, that it
would be unwise to vest with the manufacturers of articles the
right, without check or review, both to fix and compel the main-
tenance of resale price * * *. It is similarly urged that manu-
facturers should be protected in their good will created by years
of fair dealing and of sustained quality of merchandise * * *.
There must be a common ground wherein the rights of producer,
purveyor and customer may be fully secured and equity done to
all * * *.£/

On June 30, 1919 the Commission again called the attention of
Congress to this situation.6/

In 1927 the Commission began, and subsequently made, an extensive
inquiry into the subject of resale price maintenance. The first re-
port resulting from this study was made to the Congress on January 30,
1929 and the second on June 22, 1931.7/ In these reports the Commis-
sion expressed its opposition to legislation permitting resale price
maintenance on the ground that the alleged evils it was designed to
meet had been greatly exaggerated; that the fixing of resale prices
would lead to substantial abuses; and that these abuses could not be
avoided short of governmental control over the prices fixed.

On April 14, 1937, the Commission wrote the President, in response
to his request for a recommendation on the then ponding Miller-Tydings
bill (3. 100, H. R. 7472), in part, the following:

The Tydings-Miller bill would amend the antitrust laws so
as to legalize contracts and agreements fixing minimum resale
prices for goods sold in interstate commerce and resold within
the jurisdiction of any State where such contracts or agreements
as to intrastate commerce have been legalized. A number of States
now have such statutes.

Many of these State laws and the Tydings-Miller bill are
directly and irreconcilably in conflict with the present Federal
law on resale price maintenance. Public policy since the passage
of the Sherman Antitrust Act in 1890 has been opposed to resale
price maintenance.

The position taken by both proponents and opponents of re-
sale price maintenance era based on the belief that such maintenance
of prices \rill liimit retail competition. * * * The real crux of
of the ouection, therefore, is whether injury done to the con-
sumers' interests through the elimination of dealer competition
with respect to price-maintained erticles would be greater than
the damage now alleged to be done to the interests of manufac-
turers and distributors of trade-marked, nationally advertised
brands when they are used as leaders. Neither injury is capable
of exact measurement, but, in the opinion of the Commission, the
potential damage to consumers through price fixing would be much

5/Resale Price Maintenance, House Document No. 14C0, o5th Congress,
3d Session.
6/Resale Price Maintenance, House Document 145, oCth Congress, 1st

Session.
7/House Document lio, 54-6, Parts I and II, 70th Congress, 2d Session.
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greater than any existing damage to producers through this form
of price cutting.

This report was transmitted by the President with his letter of April 2A,
1937 to the Congress.8/ Among other things, the President stated:

The present hazard of undue advances in prices, with a resultant
rise in the cost of living, makes it most untimely to legalize any
competitive or marketing practice calculated to facilitate increases
in the cost of numerous end important articles which American house-
holders, and consumers generally, buy.

The Commission was represented upon the Temporary National Economic
Committee. The final report of that committee, made public in 194J-,
contains a recommendation regarding the Niller-Tydings Amendment which
was concurred in by the Commissjon1s representatives as follows:

The Miller-Tydings Enabling Act, which legalizes resale price
maintenance contracts in interstate commerce, results in some of
those economic and social practices to be expected from private
price-fixing conspiracies. The legal sanction of such practices
tends to undermine the basic tenets of a competitive economy, and
introduces rigidities into the pricing of certain goods which
restrain trade. Consequently we recommend to the Congress the re-
peal of the Miller-Tydings Enabling Act.

On April 25, 1939, the Commission began and thereafter made a
second very extensive investigation of resale price maintenance, cover-
ing the effects thereof on prices, margins, profits end competitive
conditions in the manufacturing, wholesaling, and retailing of price-
maintained and non-price-maintained articles since the enactment of
the Miller-Tydings Act. The results of this investigation are con-
tained in the Commission's Report on Resale Price Maintenance submitted
to the Congress December 13, 194-5. The general conclusions of this
report are adverse to the resale price maintenance principle. In part
they are as follows:

1. Minimum, resale price maintenance was originally advocated
by manufacturers of highly individualized, trade-marked, trade
named, or brands' prices as a means of protecting them from un-
restrained price cutting among dealers to '.-horn the products were
sold outright. V,hen finally enacted by the States, and by the
Congress, however, its enactment was urged almost entirely by a
few well-organized dealer groups as a means of eliminating price
competition both of dealers using the same methods of distribution
and of dealers using new and different methods of distribution.

2. Leader merchandising, for the control of which resale price
maintenance was advanced, is a form, of price competition that ob-
viously may be used for unfair or deceptive trade purposes, par-
ticularly when used by large concerns to eliminate weaker competi-
tors. As a corrective of objectionable features of price competi-
tion, however, resale price maintenance makes no distinction between

8/Senate Document No. 58, 75th Congress, 1st Session.
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price competition that is economically unsound or is unfairly used
in trade, and price competition that is economically sound and in
the public interest because it results in adequate service to the
public at prices consistent with differences in consumer service
rendered by dealers using different methods of distribution.

3. Both State and Federal resale price maintenance laws are
entirely permissive in their application to manufacturers, merely
granting permission to them to place their identified products
under price maintenance if they so desire. In practice, hox;ever,
resale price maintenance serves as a focal point for dealer co-
operative effort to bring pressure to bear on manufacturers to
place products under price maintenance at prices yielding dealer
margins satisfactory to cooperating organized dealer groups. In
some lines of trade, where the individual manufacturer has faced
strongly organized dealer group pressure, the extent of his freedom
of choice as to whether he will place his brands under resale price
maintenance has been extremely limited.

U. Commodities to which resale price maintenance is most
extensively applied are those possessing distinctive characteristics
in the minds of customers. Included among such commodities are
the following: Proprietary articles produced under secret formulas
or under the protection of patents or copyrights so that the manu-
facturer can determine whether there shall be duplicates of them
on the market; trade-marked, branded or otherwise Identified
products that are advertised directly to consumers so that there
is developed a widespread belief that they are superior to less
well-known competing brands in quality, construction or performance;
products that are so trade named and advertised as to conceal
from the majority of consumers the fact that identically the same
substance, or article of equal quality, may be purchased under
other names, and often at distinctly lower prices; and standard
articles and specialties sold under veil-known brands that over
long periods have come to stand in the minds of consumers as marks
of a particular degree of quality, mechanical excellence, durability,
etc. As to such commodities, the question arises as to how far the
distinctive characteristics may be developed and still leave the
commodity in the free and opon competition required by the law as
a prerequisite to its price maintenance.

o. Application of resale price maintenance, especially with
respect to staple articles, has been fostered in certain industries
where production is largely concentrated in the hands of a few
nanufacturers, as in the case of surgical dressings, or where a
large number of manufacturers are organized in closely i:nit trade
association groups, such as in proprietary drugs and medicines,
and in certain lines of grocery items including some soap products,
cooking oils, and firearms. When such associated groups of manu-
facturers face strongly organized trade groups of dealer proponents,
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conditions are especially favorable to the adoption of resale price
maintenance. The legalization of resale price maintenance unques-
tionably has fostered the formation of such cooperating trade as-
sociation groups both among manufacturers and among retail dealers.

7. Maintenance of minimum resale prices has been more ex-
tensively applied in the drug, toilet goods, cosmetics, liquor,
and sporting goods trades than in any other lines covered in
this inquiry. This is due in part to the individuality lent to
such products by branding, national advertising, proprietary secret
formulas, and the like, and in part to the existence of strong
cooperation trade groups of manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers.
Among manufacturers of surgical supplies, a cooperating group of
large companies fixed by agreement the specific prices at v/hich
their products should be sold by themselves and their wholesalers
to large users, and carried the system of maintaining noncompeti-
tive prices among their products all the way to the small retail
purchaser by placing retailers under contract to maintain prices
that are uniform for the same products made by the different lead-
ing manufacturers.

********

9. For these nationally advertised brands of drug-store mer-
chandise that were covered in the Commission's survey, the effect
on consumer prices most often noted was that the prices of chain
stores, department stores, and certain independent stores that
were selling beloij- the minimums set by resale price maintenance
contracts in resale price maintenance territory were obliged to
increase prices. Individual druggists, reporting from memory,
on the other hand, generally reported some price decreases in
the same territory. Thus, whether a given customer paid a higher
or a lower price under resale price maintenance would depend on
whether he purchased from a store that was obliged to increase
prices or from a store that voluntarily decreased prices after
resale price maintenance vent into effect. While this was happen-
ing in the resale price maintenance territory, the trend for the
same brands in non-price-maintenance territory often was downward
in all types of stores.

* * *****

18. One of the principal arguments advanced for the legaliza-
tion of resale price maintenance was that it was needed to enable
manufacturers to control undesirable leader merchandising and
"sales below cost." Proponents emphasized extreme price wars and
the impression was created that before resale price maintenance
became effective many nationally advertised brands were sold, es-
pecially by chain stores and other large distributors, at or be-
lou invoice cost. In general, sales below invoice cost are ex-
ceptional. The records of chain stores, department stores, and
super markets examined in the present inquiry indicate that



although the average prices of such large distributors often were
lower than those of independent stores before resale price main-
tenance became effective, those lover prices yielaed substantial
average gross margins over invoice cost of goods in all market
areas visited.

After resale price maintenance became off octave the price
advances forced upon large distributors, especially for a number
of brands handled by the drug trade, vicl^-d larger gross margin
percentages to large retail distributors than to individual drug
stores as a class in the same markets, although zhe latter, in
general, sold the brands at higher prices then the former. Thus,
it would seem that the large distributors had a real advantage
in pricing their goods, possibly because they purchaser in larger
quantities directly from manufacturers whereas o.-.ieli retailers
were purchasing in smaller quantities from wholesalers m a paying
higher prices.

19. An important defect in the Tydings-Killor Act. Is that
the right to enter into minimum resale price contracts i s not ex-
plicitly lira!ted to the brand owner or to a distributor authorised
by him to place the manufacturer's product under such contracts.
In those States having laws which also omit this explicit lirx "ca-
tion, the resale price maintenance contract has been used in at-
tempts by cooperating groups of wholesalers, or of both wholesalers
and retailers, to fix prices to be maintained for branded goods
without the consent, and sometimes against the will, of manufac-
turers or producers who own the brand. Such wholesaler-retailer
contracts likewise are being interpreted by some groups as en-
forceable under the non-signer clause, likewise without the con-
sent or assistance of the brand owner. So used, resale price
maintenance obviously may be perverted from its announced purpose
of protecting the brand owner's interest against unrestrained
dealer price competition, anu be made the means of effectuating
price enhancement ana rostaint of dealer competition by horizontal
agreements among dealers, the existence of which may be difficult
to prove.

20. As the result of its investigations in antitrust cases,
the United States Department of Justice has stated thct, as an
amendment to the antitrust laws, the Tydings-Milier Act does not
serve the purposes which were urged upon Congress as a reason for
its passage in that it sanctions arrangeaents inconsistent with
the purpose of the antitrust laws, and becomes a cloak for many
conspiracies in restraint of trade which go far l,eyoii_ the limi Ls
establisheu in the amendment. The conclusion of the Department
of Jusxice is that the actual effects of resale price maintenance;
have been those which are to be expected from private price fixing
conspiracies unregulated hy public authority, whether or not they
enjoy the sanction of law. The department has j/vxeher stated it
to be its belief that if its Antitrust Division had sufficient
men and money to examine every resale price maintenance contract
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written under State and Federal Legislation, and to proceed in
every case in which the arrangement goes beyond the authoriza-
tions of the Tydings-Miller amendment, there would be practically
no resale price maintenance contracts, and that, in the absence
of such wholesale law enforcement, the system of resale price
legislation fosters restraints of trade such es Congress never
intended to sanction.

The Federal Trade Commission, which shares with the Depart-
ment of Justice the function of enforcing the antitrust lews,
likewise finds both its personnel and funds insufficient to ade-
quately investigate and proceed in all matters involving possible
use of resale price maintenance contracts in violation of law.

21. The essence of resale price maintenance is control of
price competition. Lack of adequate enforcement of the antitrust
laws leaves a broad field for the activities of organized trade
groups to utilize it for their own advantage and to the detriment
of consumers. The expenses of State and local fair trade commit-
tees, all of vrhich are trade managed and trade financed, tend to
increase or to prevent decreases in distribution costs. Manufac-
turers and dealers alike contribute to the expense of these commit-
tees for shoppers and investigators to obtain evidence of viola-
tions of prices and to pay lawyers employed by the committees in
prosecution of cases. Manufacturers joining in such proceedings
for the enforcement of their contract prices likewise must incur
additional investigational, legal and other expense, and accused
dealers must either supinely fall into line or incur similar legal
and other expense and loss of time in contesting cases before courts
whose dockets already often are overcrowded to the point where
further appropriation of public funds becomes necessary to expedite
the handling of cases. The net result in enhancement and main-
tenance of high living costs is no less real because it is con-
cealed in the prices at which goods reach the consumer in such a
way that it is not subject to direct measurement.

2U. In 1S31, when the Capper-Kelly bill was under considera-
tion in the Congress, the Commission pointed out that effective
supervision in the public interest of prices maintained by contract
for a multiplicity of products to which resale price maintenance
might be applied would present very great, if not insurmountable
difficulties, as well as probably be a poor substitute for dealer
competition as an effective regulator of prices to consumers. It
was also pointed out that under resale price maintenance without
Government regulation, competition among manufacturers would be
the only remaining regulator of consumer prices with respect to
price-maintained articles. In its previous reports, going back as
far as 1918, the Commission has pointed out that both price competi-
tion and the maintenance of prices may be used for unfair purposes
in trade.
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25. Both the results of the Commission's present special study
of the operation of legalized resale price maintenance and informa-
tion developed over a period of many years in connection with
complaints strongly confirm these earlier conclusions and point to
the further conclusion that in the absence of effective Government
supervision in the public interest, resale price maintenance,
legalized to correct abuses of extreme price competition, is subject
to use as a means of effecting enhancement of prices by secret agree-
ments and restraint of competition by coercive action on the part
of interested cooperating trade groups of manufacturers, wholesalers,
and retailers in such ways and to such an extent as to make it eco-
nomically unsound and undesirable in a competitive economy.

As stated at the outset of this report, the maintenance of re-
tail prices at a fixed and uniform level, prior to the passage of
the Tydings-Miller amendment, was against the policy of the anti-
trust laws, and prior to the enactment of said amendment, a contract
aimed at obtained this result was illegal. The purpose of this
amendment, as this report shows, is not to legalize contracts
whose object is to prevent predatory price cutting for an ulterior
purpose. The antitrust laws do not condemn such contracts. The
Tydings-Miller amendment legalizes contracts whose object is to
require all dealers to sell at not less than the resale price
stipulated by contract without reference to their individual sell-
ing costs or selling policies. The Commission believes that the
consumer is not only entitled to competition between rival products
but to competition between dealers handling the same branded
product.

It is the expressed opinion of the Commission that economic condi-
tions are not the same at the present time as existed in 1937 which
prompted the enactment of the I-Iiller-Tydings Act. At present there is
no necessity for the Federal resale price maintenance legislation
with respect to interstate commerce. Furthermore, the Congress has
already pointed the way toward elimination of the evils, which sponsors
of the Miller-Tydings Act sought to remedy, through legislation prohibit-
ing price discrimination and other unfair methods of competition. It
is the elimination of these evils rather than legislation legalizing
price fixing which will minimize the inequities between the smaller
businessman and his more powerful competitor.

Mr. Chairman, our oral presentation up to this point, as I have
stated, represents in general the unanimous views of the Commission.
Since a discussion of the significance of price discrimination and its
relation to the problem before you is substantially an economic matter,
Dr. John Blair has been instructed by the Commission to present to you
that part of our oral presentation. Therefore, that part of our state-
ment will be discussed by Dr. Blair, the Assistant Chief Economist of
the Federal Trade Commission. Following his discussion of that subject
I shall undertake to close our oral presentation with a statement of
the Commission's recommendations concerning the problem.

,
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From this point to its conclusion our oral presentation represents
the views and position of the Commission but without the concurrence of
one member of the Commission.

While the Commission is opposed to the resale price maintenance
laws, it is not blind to the economic practice which was primarily
responsible for their existence. That practice is price discrimi nation.

Although there were other forces at work, the resale price main-
tenance laws were principally a defensive effort on the part of small
merchants designed to protect themselves against the invasions by the
chain stores during the early 'thirties. According to figures published
by the Department of Commerce, chain stores and mail order houses in-
creased their share of total retail sales from 21 percent in 1929 to
27 percent in 1933. During this period, thousands of independent drug-
gists, grocers, and other small merchants closed their doors. A signi-
ficant portion of these casualties can be traced directly to the dis-
criminatory practices of the chain stores. Some idea of the character
and extent of these discriminations can be gathered from the findings
of the Federal Trade Commission in its Chain Store Investigation (74-th
Congress, 1st Session). In this investigation, the Commission found:

1. That it had been the persistent policy of the chain stores
to seek out and demand special and unwarranted price concessions
on the goods they bought; and

2. That the chains in many instances discriminated in the
resale of merchandise by maintaining higher prices in localities
where competition was absent or weak and cutting prices aggresively
in those localities where aggressive competition was encountered.

In the final report of the investigation, submitted on December 14.,
1934., the Commission summarized the results of a statistical survey
which it had undertaken of the extent of special discounts and allowances
made to chain stores as against those made to independent wholesalers.
For the purpose of the survey, special discounts and allowances were
defined as, "All those forms of allowances made to distributors not ap-
pearing on the face of the invoice." On the basis of reports received
from several hundred manufacturers of drugs, groceries, and tobacco,
covering their sales and allowances to a large number of selected dis-
tributors in each of two successive years, the Commission concluded
that:

The chains apparently benefit to a much greater extent than
the wholesalers from these special discounts and allowances. The
Commission1s figures indicate that more manufacturers make allow-
ances to chains than make such allowances to wholesalers, and the
proportion of chain accounts carrying allowances was far greater
than the proportion of wholesale accounts. . ." (p. 57)
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Specifically, the Commission found that the total allowances granted
by the drug manufacturers surveyed amounted to $3,798,000, of which
$2,848,000, or 75 percent, went to drug chains; total allowances by the
grocery manufacturers amount to $6,4-39,000, of which the grocery chains
received $5,84.0,000, or 91 percent; and total allowances made by the
tobacco manufacturers amounted to $6,928,000, of which the tobacco chains
received $6,122,000, or 88 percent. Expressed as a percentage of sales,
allowances received by chains were several times those obtained by the
independent wholesalers. Thus, in 1930 the rate of special allowances
on total sales for drug chains was 5.19 percent, as compared with only
1.11 percent for independent drug wholesalers; for grocery chains, the
rate was 2.02 percent, as compared with 0.91 percent for grocery whole-
salers; and for tobacco chains, the rate was 3.57 percent, as compared
with 0.71 percent for tobacco wholesalers. Here it should be noted
that a rate of 2 or 3 percent on sales for any item with a high turn-
over such as drugs, groceries, or tobacco products, represents a very
significant competitive advantage.2/

Numerous specific examples of discriminations granted to chain
stores were cited in hearings before the so-called Patman Committee of
the 74-th Congress. 10/ For example, these hearings list the discounts,
rebates, additional compensation, and allowances made to Liggett Drug
Co., amounting to #797,386, in 1934.11/ Similarly, a witness testified
that the special allo\-/ances made available by manufacturers to the
United Drug Co. amounted to about 4 percent of its total business.12/

During the late 193O1s, following the enactment of the Robinson-
Patman Act, the Commission proceeded to challenge discriminations prac-
ticed by the American Optical Company 13/ and Bausch and Lomb Optical
Company.14/ Those discriminations required small businessmen to pay
prices 25 percent higher than the prices "big dealers" were required
to pay. Under the Robinson-Patman Act the Commission ordered those
discriminations stopped. In a more recent case the Commission found
that one large merchandiser distributing items competitive with those
sold in retail drug and grocery stores had been able to buy those items
at discriminatory prices. The discriminations in some of the instances
were so great that the independent merchants were found to be paying
prices 33 percent higher than this large favored merchandise. The
Commission ordered that the practices upon which these discriminations
vere based be discontinued.15/

These and numerous similar examples, together with the comprehensive
findings of the Commission itself, make it abundently clear that during
the 1930's chain stores were receiving price discriminations of such

2/lbid., p. 58.
10/74th Congress, 1st Session, Hearings before the Special Committee

on "Investigation American Retail Federation and Investigation of the
Trade Practices of Big Scale Buying and Sellirg," H. Res. 203 and 239,
193o.
ll/lbid., No. 2, po. 74-80.
12/lbid., p. 58.
13/28 FTC Iu9.
14/28 FTC 186.
15/FTC Docket No. 4933.
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magnitude as to give them an insurmountable competitive advantage over
independent merchants. No matter how efficient they might be, the inde-
pendent merchants could not possibly compete against a rival which was
gaining the benefit of such widespread concession on its merchandise.

In its report on the chain store investigation the Commission
found:

An important aspect of chain store price policy is the fre-
quent use of "leaders" consisting of specially low-selling prices
on particular items. A large part of the prevalent public belief
that chain-store prices are lower than those of independents has
its root in that policy.lu/

The economic significance of the "loss leader" practice and the
price discriminations from which the practice stemmed, and without
which its widespread and general use could not continue, was discussed
not only in the Commission1s report to Congress on its chain store
investigation but also in other reports recently submitted to the Con-
gress. For example, on April 18, 1951, in a report to the Senate Com-
mittee on the Judiciary, the Commission called attention to the dele-
terious effects upon snail business flowing iron price discriminations.
In that report the Commission stated:

Discriminatory selling has long been recognized as e. prac-
tice which works to the advantage of big business and toward the
destruction of small business. Discriminatory selling has thus
long been recognized as a practice which works in two ways toward
the creation of monopoly. First, discriminatory selling is a
practice by which large sellers destroy smaller competing sellers.
This is true whether or not the large seller intends any injury to
his smaller rivals. Second, discriminatory selling results in
advantageous purchase terms to big buyers and in disadvantageous
purchase terms to the small buyer.

When large sellers are not permitted to discriminate in price be-
tween purchasers located in different communities, with the effect of
smothering a small seller operating on only one of them or when they
are not permitted to discriminate between large and small buyers com-
peting in the same community, the "hardest" kind of competition will
result. This is the kind of competition which places upon sellers the
necessity of lowering prices generally in order to sell at all. To
relieve sellers from this necessity and permit them to discriminate
in price results in the "softest" kind of competition.

As a result of the widespread price discriminations of the 'thirties,
small business, faced with the threat of imminent extinction, sought to
obtain protective legislation. This it secured in two forms — the re-
sale price maintenance laws and laws against price discrimination.

16/FTC Chain Store Investigation, op. cit., p. 38.
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The Federal Trade Commission disapproves of one of these two forms
of protection, resale price maintenance, and approves of the other,
the Robinson-Patman Act. Essentially, it is opposed to the former on
two grounds: first, it is a price-fixing measure, giving manufacturers
the right to fix the exact level of retail prices; and second, it ignores
the question of efficiency. The Commission approves of the Robinson-
Patman Act on precisely the opposite grounds: first, the Robinson-Patman
Act gives to no one the power to fix prices but merely provides that they
shall be reasonably equal as made by a single seller to different buyers;
and second, it does not ignore the question of efficiency, but, rather,
permits discriminations based on savings in costs.

With regard to the first consideration resale price maintenance laws,
as heretofore pointed out, are price-fixing measures. They give to pri-
vate individuals the right to fix prices at all levels of trade without
providing protection for the public interest. In effect, they confer
upon private individuals rights and powers not even delegated to public
bodies.

In contrast, the Robinson-Patman Act is not a price-fixing measure.
It does not give to the manufacturer, or to the distributor, the right
to fix the price at which goods shall be sold. Rather, it places sellers
under an obligation — the obligation to treat all buyers on more or
less equal terms.

Thus, resale price maintenance, by conferring upon producers a
right which enables them to secure the same objective as would result
from a horizontal conspiracy, has the effect of injuring competition.
In contrast, the Robinson-Patman Act, by putting all buyers on much the
same footing, has the opposite effect of promoting competition.

With regard to the second consideration, that of efficiency, there
is no "cost defense" under the resale price maintenance laws. It is a
normal tendency for manufacturers to seek as widespread a distribution
of their product as possible. Hence, under resale price maintenance,
they generally tend to set their resale prices at sufficiently high a
level as to enable the most inefficient distributors to remain in busi-
ness.

Under resale price maintenance, there is not sufficient incentive
for a merchant to go to the trouble of doing all of the things necessary
to cut costs. There is not sufficient incentive for him to strive for
greater productivity out of his employees, to keep a careful inventory
control, to eliminate non-productive operations or to carry on similar
cost-cutting operations, when the retail price at his store can be no
lower than the retail price at the most inefficient store and he knows
that at the other stores the prices will be no lower than his.

In this sense, the resale price maintenance laws are "anti-efficiency"
measures. And, by the same token, they are "anti-consumer" measures.
They represent the negation of the spirit of enterprise under which the
man who builds a better or cheaper mousetrap is entitled to have the
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world beat a path to his door. Just as Henry Ford was permitted and en-
couraged to pass on to the consumer the benefits of the mass-production
system, so also should the independent druggist who wants to improve
his efficiency and thereby gain a bigger trade be permitted to do so.

In contrast to the resale price maintenance laws, the Robinson-
Patman Act does recognize the principle of efficiency. Under that Act,
the cost defense is a complete defense. That is to say, it permits
price discriminations which reflect savings in costs. Section 2(a) of
the Clayton Act, as amended by the Robinson-Patman Act, reads:

Provided. That nothing herein contained shall prevent differentials
which make only due allowance for differences in the cost of manu-
facture, sale, or delivery resulting from the differing methods or
quantities in which such commodities are to such purchasers sold
or delivered.

In short, the one form of protection obtained by small business,
resale price maintenance, may be said to be anti-competitive and anti-
efficiency, whereas the other, the Robinson-Patman Act, may be said to
be pro-competitive and pro-efficiency.

Suggested Amendment to the Clayton Antitrust
Act, as amended to meet the "fair trade" problem.

We have pointed out that it is the expressed opinion of the Com-
mission that economic conditions are not the same at the present time
as existed in 1937, which prompted the enactment of resale price main-
tenance legislation in the form of the Miller-Tydings Act. We have
also pointed out that in our opinion the evil which the sponsors of re-
sale price maintenance seek to remedy can more appropriately be dealt
with through legislation prohibiting price discrimination than through
resale price maintenance legislation. It is obvious to those of us
who have given close study to the pending proposed resale price main-
tenance legislation that it will not reach the core of the problem its
sponsors want eliminated. For example, during the course of the hear-
ings on proposed resale price maintenance legislation before Committees
in the House, a few weeks ago, many illustrations were presented by
sponsors and supporters of the legislation showing that large end power-
ful tradesmen were selling merchandise at prices below the prices paid
for similar merchandise by their small retailer competitors. It appears
that such illustrations impressed members of the Committees of the House,
and in fact the membership of the House. Therefore that portion of the
record of the hearings in the Hou.se probably contributed substantially
to the strong position taken in the House favoring resale price main-
tenance legislation.

We believe that faith in resale price maintenance legislation in
that respect is misplaced. The proposed legislation cannot be relied
upon to eliminate situations of thet character about which complaints
were made to the members of the House Committees. For example, the Fed-
eral Trade Commission, proceeded against Sears, Roebuck & Co. on a
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complaint which charged that Sears was selling sugar at prices below
cost. In that connection Sears advertised "You save 2 to /, cents on
every pound" (258 Fed. 307). After the Commission, on the basis of
the record, found that Sears had sold sugar below cost, it concluded
its case and in one provision of its order commanded Sear's to cease
selling sugar below cost. The Court set aside that portion of the
Commission's order and in so doing stated: "We find in the statute
no intent on the part of Congress, even if it has the power, to re-
strain an owner of property from selling it at any price that is ac-
ceptable to him or from giving it away."

Now what does that problem have to do with the problem before^
you? Simply this. Sugar and many other staple items sold at retail
in the many thousands of grocery and drug stores throughout this
country are available in packages with and without trademarks. Some
bear the private labels or trademarks of the retailer. In such situa-
tions the retailer under the proposed legislation pending before you
would be as free to sell at retail such merchandise at prices^ below
cost as the Court informed us Sears was free to sell or give away its
sugar. Of what consolation would it be for the sponsors and supporters
of the pending proposed retail price maintenance legislation to awake
to the realization that they have secured approval of the legislation,
but without effect on the situations about which they appear to be
most concerned?

We have stated that we believe the faith of the small businessmen
in resale price maintenance legislation is misplaced. That thought is
based in pert upon the kind of situation described as follows:

A manufacturer of a nationally-advertised and trademarked items
sells it for $8.00 to small independent retailers. The manufac-
turer requires such retailers under resale price maintenance law
to resell such item at retail at $12.75. At the same time the
manufacturer is selling the same item to a large chain retailer
at $6.00. In the latter instance the item bears the private
brand of the large chain retailer. The large chain retailer re-
sells the item at $8.00, in competition with the small independent
retailers who are selling the item bearing the manufacturer's
regular and nationally-advertised brand. The public becomes aware
of the fact that the quality of the item is essentially the same,
whether sold under the manufacturer's regular and nationally-adver-
tised brand or under the large chain retailer's private brand. As
a result of the described circumstances trade is diverted from the
small independent retailers where the item sells for $12.75 to
the large chain retailer where it sells for $8.00. The small in-
dependent retailers cannot move to meet that problem. They are
required to maintain their price at $12.75 under the resale price
maintenance law and lose their customers to their large competitor
who is unaffected by the resale price maintenance law. In that
situation the small businessman has a resale price maintenance
law but has lost his business.
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We believe that it behooves smell businessmen to make a closer
study of this problem and what is likely to happen to them under
these resale price maintenance laws before Congress takes finel ac-
tion on the pending proposals. We appreciate that for the businessmen
and the Congress the problem is a serious one. We recommend a thorough
re-examination of the problem before final action on the pending pro-
posals.

It is the belief of the Commission that the best way of meeting
this problem is to attack it at its source, that is, through en effective
law against price discrimination. The Commission pointed out that the
present law against price discrimination, the Robinson-Patman Act, differs
from resale price maintenance laws in that (a) it gives to no one the
right to fix the price at which goods shall be sold but rather places
sellers under the obligation to treat all buyers on more or less equal
terms and (b) it recognizes the principle of efficiency by containing
a cost defense which is a complete defense.

While the principles upon which the Robinson-Patman Act is based
are thus thoroughly in accord with the fundamental objectives of anti-
trust policy, it nust nevertheless be recognized that it hes weaknesses
which seriously interfere ;d.th its effectiveness.

One of the recognized weaknesses in the Clayton Antitrust Act, as
amended by the Robinson-Petman Act, is that in its present status it
permits a seller to favor one buyer over a competing buyer through dis-
crimination in price, even when the result is the destruction of com-
petition, when it can be shown that the favored buyer had been offered
an equally low price by a competitor of the seller, and such low price
was met in good faith. That loophole in the law presents difficulties
in its enforcement. When a large buyer such as any of the large retail
grocery or drug chains is able to secure from any prospective supplier
a low price and then reports that fact to a large supplier of that
commodity, the latter is supplied with a basis for en argument for dis-
criminating in price in favor of the large chain and ageinst its small
competing retailer.

If there is to be an effective law against the practice which gave
rise to "Fair Trade," it is essential that as a first step the "good
faith" loophole in the Robinson-Patman Act be closed. To that end con-
sideration should be given to e. recommendation which has already been
made by the Commission to the House Judiciary Committee, namely, that
good faith be retained as an absolute defense to e charge of price dis-
crimination, where the effect of the discrimination is limited to the
injury of a competitor but that good faith not be a complete defense
where the effect of the practice is of such proportions as to result in
a substantial lessening of competition.

Prohibiting Sales Below Costs at Retail. An amendment along the
lines suggested above would provide en effective law against price dis-
crimination where the discrimination involves commodities of like grade
and quality. It would, however, fail to reach another type of discrimina-
tory practice which is also of concern to the proponents of "Fair Trade,"
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namely, discriminations as among different products, or, as it is some-
times termed, the "Loss Leader" practice. This is the practice of a
seller, who handles many products or product lines, cutting prices on
e single product or a single product line, with only an insignificant
loss to himself, but with disastrous losses to the small competitors
who depend heavily on those particular products subjected to the price
cuts.

The present law places no really effective restraint upon dis-
criminations as between different products or different product lines.
Moreover, the practical problems of enforcement are such as to probably
make it impracticable to devise as broad a restraint for discrimina-
tions among different products as is imposed against discriminations for
a single product. It would seem feasible, however, to place some re-
straints on this type of discrimination, at least insofar as retail
trade is concerned. Specifically, the Robinson-Patman Act could be
amended to prohibit resellers from selling below cost at reteil, with
cost defined as invoice purchsse price plus cost of delivery, excise
taxes, end any other costs incident to acquiring ownership of the goods
at the buyer's place of business.

It is recognized, of course, that in purely competitive markets
the price of a commodity depends solely upon supply and demand; end
such s competitive price may tentatively fall below both actual and
replacement costs. The practical problem of enforcing any prohibition
against below-cost selling must be, therefore, to distinguish between
competitive price declines due to seasonal or excess inventories, dis-
tressed stocks, etc., on the one hand, and the deliberate, systematic
and wilful manipulation of prices on the other hand. The present exemp-
tions appearing at the end of section 2 (a) pertaining to changing mar-
ketability of goods, obsolescence of seasonal goods, etc., would appear
to provide adequate qualifications to the general prohibition which is
suggested.

Insofar as the question of good faith is concerned, the same de-
fense suggestel above to apply to the law against price discrimination
should also apply to the proposed prohibition against sales below cost.
That is to say, good f&ith would be a complete defense to a charge of
selling below cost where the effect of the practice is limited to injury
to a competitor, but good faith would not be a complete defense where
the effect was so widespread as to injure competition.

Broadening the "Commerce" Provision. In order for the sales-below-
cost amendment suggested above to be effective, it would be necessary
to broaden the "in commerce" restriction \-/hich has been placed upon
the Clayton Act and make the applicability of this lev; to commerce as
broad as the applicability of the Sherman Act. Consequently, in the
draft bill which is here submitted the words "or affecting" have been
inserted between the words "in" and "commerce," now appearing in section 2
(a) of the Clayton Act.

In the draft new language is enclosed in brackets and proposed
deletions of existing language is indicated by striking through such
language.
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A BILL

To amend an act entitled "An Act to supplement existing
laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and
for other purposes," approved October 15, 1914- (15
U.S.C.A. Sec. 13), as amended.

Be it enacted bv the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled. That section 2 of an
Act entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful re-
straints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15,
1914, as amended is hereby further amended to read as follows:

Sec. 2 (a) That it shall be unlawful for any person engaged in
/or affecting 7 commerce, in /or affecting 7 the course of such com-
merce, either directly or indirectly, to discriminate in price between
different purchasers of commodities of like grade and quality, where
either or any of the purchases involved in such discrimination are in
/or affecting / commerce, /or to discriminate between or among differ-
ent commodities or similar commodities of different grade and quality
by reselling at retail in or affecting commerce any commodity at less
than net cost of such commodity delivered to the retailer's place of
business / where such commodities are sold for use, consumption, or re-
sale within the United States or any Territory thereof or the District
of Columbia or any insular possession or other place under the juris- *
diction of the United States, and where the effect of such discrimina-
tion may be substantially to lessen competition or tend to create a
monopoly in any line of commerce, or to injure, destroy, or prevent
competition with any person who either grants or knowingly receives the
benefit of such discrimination, or with customers of either of them:
Providedf That nothing herein contained shall prevent differentials
which make only due allowance for differences in the cost of manufac-
ture, sale, or delivery resulting from the differing methods or quanti-
ties in which such commodities are to such purchasers sold or delivered:
Provided, however. That the Federal Trade Commission may, after due
investigation and hearing to all interested parties, fix and establish
quantity limits, and revise the same as it finds necessary, as to par-
ticular commodities or classes of commodities, where it finds that
available purchasers in greater quantities are so few as to render dif- •
ferentials on account thereof unjustly discriminatory or promotive of
monopoly in any line of commerce; and the foregoing shall then not be
construed to permit differentials based on differences in quantities
greater than those so fixed and established: And provided furtherf
That nothing herein contained shall prevent persons engaged in selling
goods, wares, or merchandise in commerce from selecting their own cus-
tomers in bona fide transactions and not in restraint of trade: And
provided further. That nothing herein contained shall prevent price
changes from time to tine where in response to changing conditions
affecting the market for or the marketability of the goods concerned,
such as but not limited to actual or imminent deterioration of perish-
able goods, obsolescence of seasonal goods, distress sales under court
process, or sales m gcoi faith in discontinuance of business in the
goods concerned.
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(b) Upon proof being made, at any hearing on a complaint under
this section, that there has been discrimination in price or services
or facilities furnished, the burden of rebutting the prima-facie case
thus made by showing justification shall be upon the person charged
with a violation of this section, and unless justification shall be
affirmatively shown, the Commission is authorized to issue an order
terminating the discrimination: Provided, however, / That unless
the effect of the discrimination or. sale below cost may be substan-
tially to lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in any line
of commerce it shall be a complete defense for a seller to show that /
his lower price or the furnishing of services or facilities to any pur-
chaser or purchasers was made in good faith to meet an equally low price
of a competitor, or the services or facilities furnished by a competitor.

Giving Finality to Orders under the Clayton Act. Another important
shortcoming of the Robinson-Fatman amendment to the Clayton Act, as it
now stands, is the requirement that under the Clayton Act the Federal
Trade Ccmnissicn itself must seek affirmance of its orders by the
courts.

The Clayton Act is one of the two basic statutes enforced by the
Couir.issicn, the other being the Federal Trade Commission Act. Orders
to cease and desist issued by the Commission under the Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended by the Wheeler-Lea Act of 193c, automatic-
ally become final unless a petition for review is filed within 60 days.

There is no similar provision under the Clayton Act. The Commis-
sion's orders issued under that Act do not automatically become final
within any specified period of time. Rather, in order to give finality
to its orders under the Clayton Act, the Commission itself must seek
affirmance by the Circuit Court of Appeals, a laborious, time-consuming
and expensive procedure. Moreover, during the period between the issu-
ance of the Commission's order and its affirmance by the court, the
practice against which the order is directed can be, and frequently is
continued, even though it has the effect of substantially lessening
competition and promoting monopoly.

l̂n order to i^cure uniformity of enforcement, the Federal Trade
Commission has in the. past recommended that its orders issued under the
Clayton Act, like those issued under the Federal Trade Commission Act,
automatically become final, unless a petition to review is filed within
60 days after the issuance of the order. This could be accomplished by
an appropriate amendment to Section 11 of the Clayton Act, along the
lines recommended by the Commission in its letter to the Chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee, dated May 29, 1951, in the statement of the
Chariman of the Federal Trade Commission before the Committee on Inter-
state and Foreign Commerce, House of Representatives, February 14, '1951,
and in the Annual Report of the Federal Trade Commission for fiscal
year ended June 30, 1951. We here submit the draft of a bill providing
for what has been suggested in that respect:
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A BILL

To amend an act entitled "An Act to supplement
existing laws against unlawful restraints and
monopolies, and for other purposes," approved
October 15, 19U (38 Stat. 730), as amended.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembledr That section 11 of an
Act entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful re-
straints and monopolies, and for other purposes," approved October 15,
1914, as amended (U.S.C., title 15, sec. 21), is hereby amended to read
as follows:

"SEC. 11. (a) That authority to enforce compliance with sections
2, 3, 7, and S of this Act by the persons respectively subject thereto
is hereby vested: in the Interstate Commerce Commission where applica-
ble to common carriers subject to the Interstate Comnerce Act, as
amended; in the Federal Communications Commission where applicable to
common carriers enga.ged in wire or radio communication or radio trans-
mission of energy; in the Civil Aeronautics Board where applicable to
air carriers and foreign air carriers subject to the Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1938; in the Federal Reserve Board where applicable to banks,
banking associations and trust companies; and in the Federal Trad^ Con-
mission where applicable to all other character of commerce.

"(b) Such authority shall be exercised as follows;

"Whenever the commission or board vested with jurisdiction thereof
shall have reason to believe that any person is violating or has vio-
lated any of the provisions of sections 2, 3, 7, and 8 of this Act, it
shall issue an serve upon such person and the Attorney General a com-
plaint stating its charges in that respect, and containing a notice of
a hearing upon a day and at a place therein fixed at least thirty days
after the service of said complaint. The person so complained of shall
have the right to appear at the place and time so fixed and show cause
why an order should not be entered by the commission or board requiring
such person to cease and desist from the violation of the law so
charged in said complaint. The Attorney General shall have the right
to intervene and appear in said proceeding and any person nay make ap-
plication, and upon good cause shown may be allowed by the commission
or board, to intervening and appear in said proceeding by counsel or in
person. The testimony in any such proceeding shall be reduced to writ-
ing and filed in the office of the commission or board. If upon such
hearing the commission or beard, as the case may be, shall be of the
opinion that any of the provisions of said sections have been or are
being violated, it shall make a report in writing, in which it shall
state its findings as to the facts, and shall issue and cause to be
served on such person an order requiring such person to cease and desist
from such violations, and divest itself of the stock, or other share,
capital, or assets, held or rid itself of the directors chosen contrary
to the provisions of sections 7 and 8 of this Act, if any there be, in
the manner and within the time fixed by said order. Until a transcript
of the record in such hearing shall have been filed in a United States
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court of appeals, as hereinafter provided, the commission or board may
at any time, upon such notice, and in such manner as it shall deem
proper, modify cr set aside, in whole or in part, any report or any
order made or issued by it under this section.

"(c) The commission or board may apply to the United States court
of appeals, within any circuit where such person resides or carries on
business, for the enforcement of its order, and shall certify and file
with its application a transcript of the entire record in the proceed-
ing, including all the testimony taken and the report and order of the
commission or board. Upon such filing of the application and transcript
the court shall cause notice thereof to be served upon such person, and
thereupon shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the question
determined therein, and shall have power to make and enter upon the
pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set forth in such transcript a
decree affirming, modifying, enforcing, or setting aside the order of
the commission or board. The findings of the commission or board as to
the facts, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive.
If either party shall apply to the court for leave to adduce additional
evidence, and shall show to the satisfaction of the court that such
additional evidence is material and that there were reasonable grounds
for the failure lo adduce such evidence in the proceeding before the
commission or beard, the court may order such additional evidence to be
taken before the commission or board and to be adduced upon the hearing
in such manner and upon such terms and conditions as to the court may
seem proper0 The commission or board may modify its findings as to the
facts, or make new findings, by reason of the additional evidence so
taken, and it shall file such modified or new findings, which, if sup-
ported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive, and its recom-
mendations, if any, for the modification or setting aside of its original
order, with the return of such additional evidence. The judgment and
decree of the court shall be final, except that the same shall be subject
to review by the Supreme Court upon certiorari as provided in section
1254 of title 28, United States Code.

"(d) Any party required by such order of the commission or board
to cease and desist from a violation charged may obtain a review of
such order in said United States court of appeals by filing in the court
a written petition praying that the order of the commission or board be
set aside: Provided, however, that petition to review an order of the
Federal Trade Commission under this section shall be filed within sixty
days from date cf service of the Commission's order. A copy of such
petition shall be forthwith served upon the commission or board, and
thereupon the commission or board forthwith shall certify and file in
the court a transcript of the record as hereinbefore provided. Upon
the filing of the transcript the court shall have the same jurisdiction
to affirm, set aside, enforce, or modify the order of the commission or
board as in the case of an application by the commission or board for
the enforcement of its order, and the findings of the commission or board
as to the facts, if supported by substantial evidence, shall in like
manner be conclusive.

"(e) The jursidiction of the United States court of appeals to
enforce, set aside, or modify orders of the commission or board shall
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be exclusive; and such proceedings in the United States court of ap-
peals shall be given precedence over cases pending therein, and shall
be in every way expedited. No order of the commission or board or the
judgment of the court to enforce the same shall in anywise relieve or
absolve any person from any liability under the antitrust Acts.

"(f) Complaints, orders, and other processes of the commission or
board under this section may be served by anyone duly authorized by the
commission or board, either (l) by delivering a copy thereof to the
person to be served, or to a member of the partnership to be served, cr
to the president, secretary, or other executive officer or a director
of the corporation to be served; or (2) by leaving a copy thereof at
the principal office or place of business of such person; or (3) by
registering and mailing a copy thereof addressed to such person at his
principal office OP place of business. The verified return by the
person so serving said complaint, order, or other process setting forth
the manner of said service shall be proof of the same, and the return
post-office receipt for said complaint, order, or other process regis-
tered and mailed as aforesaid shall be proof of the service of the
same.

"(g) An order of the Federal Trade Commission entered pursuant to
this section shall become final—

(1) Upon the expiration of the time allowed for filing a
petition for review, if no petition has been duly filed within
such time; or

(2) Upon the expiration of the time allowed for filing a
petition for certiorari, if the order of the commission has been
affirmed, or the petition for review dismissed by the court of
appeals, and no petition for certiorari has been duly filed; or

(3) Upon the denial of a petition for certiorari, if the order
of the commission has been affirmed or the petition for review
dismissed by the court of appeals; or

Upon the expiration of thirty days from the date of issu-
ance of the mandate of the Supreme Court, if such Court directs
that the order of the Commission be affirmed or the petition for
review dismissed.

"(h) If the Supreme Court directs that the order of the Federal
Trade Commission be modified or set aside, the order of the commission
rendered in accordance with the mandate of the Supreme Court shall be-
come final upon the expiration of thirty days from the time it was
rendered, unless within such thirty days either party has instituted
proceedings to have such order corrected to accord with the mandate, in
which event the order of the commission shall become final when so
corrected.

"(i) If the order of the Federal Trade Commission is modified or
set aside by the court of appeals and if (1) the time allowed for filing
a petition for certiorari has expired and no such petition has been duly
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filed or (2) the petition for certiorari has been denied, or (3) the
decision of the court has been affirmed by the Supreme Court, then the
order of the commission rendered in accordance with the mandate of the
court of appeals shall become final on the expiration of thirty days
from the time such order of the commission was rendered, unless within
such thirty days either party has instituted proceedings to have such
order corrected so that it will accord with the mandate, in which
event the order of the commission shall become final when so corrected.

"(i) If the Supreme Court orders a rehearing; or if the case is
remanded by the court of appeals to the Federal Trade Commission for a
rehearing, and if (1) the time allowed to filing a petition for certio-
rari has expired, and no such petition has been duly filed, or (2) the
petition for certiorari has been denied, or (3) the decision of the
court has been affirmed by the Supreme Court, then the order of the
commission rendered upon such rehearing shall become final in the same
manner as though no prior order of the commission had been rendered.

"(k) As used in this section the term 'mandate,' in case a mandate
has been recalled prior to the expiration of thirty days from the date
of issuance thereof, means the final mandate.

"(1) After the expiration of the time allowed for filing a peti-
tion for review, if no such petition has been duly filed within such
time, the Federal Trade Commission may at any time, after notice and
opportunity for hearing, reopen and alter, modify, or set aside, in
whole or in part, any report or order made or issued by it under this
section, whenever in the opinion of the commission conditions of fact
or of law have so changed as to require such action or if the public
interest shall so require: Provided, however. That the said person may,
within sixty days after service upon him of said report or order en-
tered after such a reopening, obtain a review thereof in the appropriate
United States court of appeals and such order shall become final in the
same manner and under the same terms and conditions as are provided
for in this section as to original orders.

"(m) Any person who violates an order of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion entered pursuant to this section after is has become final and while
such order is in effect, shall forfeit and pay to the United States a
civil penalty of not more than $5,000 for each violation, which shall
accrue to the United States and may be recovered in a civil action
brought by the United States, Each separate violation of such an order
shall be a separate offense, except that in the case of a violation
through continuing failure or neglect to obey a final order of the com-
mission each day of continuance of such failure or neglect shall be
deemed a separate offense.

"(n) Whenever the Federal Trade Commission has reason to believe
that any person is liable to a penalty under this section, it shall cer-
tify the facts to the Attorney General, whose duty it shall be to cause
appropriate proceedings to be brought for the recovery of the penalties
herein provided.

"SECTION 2. In the case of an order to cease and desist served by the
Federal Trade Commission on or before the date of the enactment of this Act,
the sixty-day period referred to in section 11(d) of the Clayton Act, as
amended by this Act, shall begin on the date of the enactment of this kct.'g
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The need for such legislation was demonstrated one week ago when
the Supreme Court of the United States, on May 26, 1952., handed down its
decision in Case No. 448, October Term 1951, Federal Trade Commissionf
Petitioner. vo The Ruberoid Company. There it was held that the courts
under the present status of the law are without authority to issue ord-
ers commanding obedience with Commission's orders to cease and desist
entered under the Clayton Act unless and until it has proved a case
that the respondent has violated such order. In that connection the
Court stated:

"The Commission argues, first, that the provision authorizing
it to apply for enforcement 'if such person fails or neglects to
obey such order' is merely 'a Congressional directive to the Com-
mission as to the circumstances under which it may go into court
to seek enforcement,' which does not amount to a prerequisite to
the court's granting of enforcement. We cannot subscribe to this
argument, which disregards the unequivocal language of the statute
and its consistent interpretation over the thirty-eight year
period of its existence. Congress, in 1938, amended similar
language in the Federal Trade Commission Act, so that the review-
ing court is not plainly required, upon affirmance, to enforce an
order based upon violation of that Act. The Commission has re-
peatedly sought similar amendment of the Clayton Act provisions
involved in this case. We will not now achieve the same result
by reinterpretation in the face of Congress' failure to pass the
bills thus brought before it. Effective enforcement of the Clayton
Act by the Commission may be handicapped by the present provisions,
but that is a question of policy for Congress."

Justice Jackson who wrote the dissent in that case stated:

"I see no real sense, when the case is already before the
court and is approved in requiring one more violation before its
obedience will be made mandatory on pain of contempt."

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion we wish to thank you and your Committee
on behalf of the Commission for your patience and kindness in hearing
these statements of why the Commission believes the proposed legislation
pending with you is inappropriate and why it is believed the Congress
should act in the particulars enumerated to strengthen the Clayton
Antitrust Act, as amended.


